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The strong-growing world of Smart phones cites the imperativeness of mobile commerce. The
convenience in using mobiles to access the storeâ€™s product catalogue and complete purchase at
ease whilst moving or in the couch is the key to drive repeat behavior. The mobile commerce
revolution is pacing at a surprising speed, wakening the e-tailers to go mobile. Having a mobile
enabled websites was a â€œnice-to-haveâ€• option for the retailers a year ago, but now has skewed to a
â€œmust-haveâ€• option.

Ecommerce merchants who have distributed a mobile experience for the on-the-go consumersâ€™
testaments the mcommerce as a winning ecosystem. Personalizing the mobile shopping app is a
key to success in the mcommerce trend. Bringing in a more interactive interface and engaging the
consumers will establish your brand in the growing mobile channel. The mobile commerce solution
should stand out and must make the costumers come back for future purchase, thus sustaining
them as potential buyers of the web store.

Choose a mobile ecommerce shopping cart application that will turn out as a lucrative solution for
the business. I recently came across a mobile ecommerce shopping cart app called Mob
eCommerce which helps the merchants to give a native iphone ecommerce app and android
ecommerce app for their e-store that are developed in Magento mobile, Joomla mobile, Virtuemart
mobile Prestashop mobile or any custom store mobile app. By taking a ready to use solution for the
ecommerce store, the onerous task of developing a native app from the scratch is voided out.

Few utile features that need to be considered while choosing a ready to use mobile commerce
solution are:

Should deliver a stable mobile application for smooth user experience

Should support multiple ecommerce platforms. i.e. should be able to integrate with all online retail
shops irrespective of the platform used.

Should be able to integrate Google analytics

Support all mobile compatible language

Provide real time updates of the ecommerce store to the on-the-go consumers

Quick and friendly interface for  users to manage their accounts with complete comfort

Customization option to meet user requirements

Browser friendly design interface leading to fast loading and easy access

Support all mobile compatible payment gateways

Should provide tech support to integrate and deploy the app in app store and android market

Most importantly, should provide post sale support for product assistance.
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Even though the shopping activities done on mobiles are increasing, few retailers are still concerned
over the mobile transaction authenticity.  Spotlight Speaker Steve Mott emphasizes that the
purchase through mobiles are safer and more reliable than online transaction as the retailer has
more data like the costumerâ€™s phone number, thus leaving an option to check whether the
transaction its legitimate.

The time to wait on the sidelines and watch the growth opportunity through mobile commerce has
moved out. Itâ€™s high time to take your ecommerce store to the hands of your costumer and reach
prospective clients. Boom sales with the current tech wave of the ecommerce revolution.
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